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� Abstract
The spatial association between fluorescently tagged biomolecules in situ provides valu-
able insight into their biological relationship. Within the limits of diffraction, such
association can be measured using either Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) or
Spearman’s Rank Coefficient (SRC), which are designed to measure linear and mono-
tonic correlations, respectively. However, the relationship between real biological sig-
nals is often more complex than these measures assume, rendering their results difficult
to interpret. Here, we have adapted methods from the field of information theory to
measure the association between two probes’ concentrations based on their statistical
dependence. Our approach is mathematically more general than PCC or SRC, making
no assumptions about the type of relationship between the probes. We show that when
applied to biological images, our measures provide more intuitive results that are also
more robust to outliers and the presence of multiple relationships than PCC or SRC.
We also devise a display technique to highlight regions in the input images where the
probes’ association is higher versus lower. We expect that our methods will allow biolo-
gists to more accurately and robustly quantify and visualize the association between
two probes in a pair of fluorescence images. VC 2018 International Society for Advancement of

Cytometry
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THE spatial association between the concentration of biomolecules in situ provides

insight into their biological relationship and can be measured from fluorescence

images of molecule-specific tags or probes. For example, the degree to which two

biomolecules are similarly distributed across a cell may give insight into their co-

trafficking or co-compartmentalization. Although biophysical interactions can be

inferred from images with the use of specialized probes, such as in Forster resonance

energy transfer and bimolecular fluorescence complementation (1,2), in all other

diffraction-limited images, pixel intensity represents only total fluorescence emis-

sions and so is proportional to probe concentration. In these cases, spatial associa-

tion can only be defined phenomenologically and is quantified based on measures of

image similarity colloquially termed colocalization measures.

Several distinct measures of image similarity have been developed, each of which

measures a different property of the images. Most simply, the two fluorescence sig-

nals are treated as a binary readout of probe presence or absence and the areal over-

lap or inter-object distances between the binarized signals are computed (3). When

the distribution of probe concentrations matters, Mander’s Overlap Coefficient

(MOC) (4), and HC (5) measure the fraction of the signals’ total gray-scale intensity

that co-occupies the same pixels. Finally, the correlation between the gray-scale

intensities can be measured using either Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (PCC) or

Spearman’s Rank Coefficient (SRC), which are measures of linear and monotonic
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correlation, respectively, (6,7) that quantify how the probe

concentrations co-vary. A related measure, termed ICQ, sums

over only the sign of the product of each normalized deviation

from a line (8).

PCC and SRC are most closely related to an intuitive

understanding of what it means for signals to be spatially asso-

ciated, because they measure how the signals’ intensities co-

vary on a pixel-by-pixel basis [Eqs. (1) and (2)]. However, the

assumptions of PCC and SRC can be limiting when applied to

biological images, often making their results difficult to inter-

pret in practice. First, PCC and SRC are model-based, in that

they assume the signals are associated according to a linear or

monotonic function. However, as can be seen in a scatter plot,

biomolecular associations often appear more complex than a

single, monotonic functional relationship. Second, these mea-

sures score deviations based on either the signals’ intensity

(PCC) or rank (SRC), making them sensitive to bright and

dark outliers, as may be caused by probe precipitates/aggregates

(bright pixels) or inadvertent inclusion of background during

segmentation (dark pixels). Finally, these measures are global in

that they sum (or “average”) over all deviations, making it diffi-

cult for them to accurately measure a small number of corre-

lated intensities within a large population of uncorrelated

intensities (such as only within a particular organelle).

To mitigate these limitations of PCC and SRC, while

maintaining an intuitive understanding of what it means for

two probes’ concentrations to be associated, we have devel-

oped ways to measure probes’ association based on their sta-

tistical dependence. Statistical dependence quantifies the

frequency at which pairs of outcomes are observed to occur

together relative to chance alone and is mathematically more

general than correlation. Linearly correlated outcomes are sta-

tistically dependent, but statistical dependence does not imply

linear correlation. Graphically, statistical dependence quanti-

fies how well pairs of observations (pixel intensities) conform

to a relationship, without having to specify the type of rela-

tionship (such a “linear” or “monotonic”).

Our measures are based on the formulation of mutual

information (MI), which was first developed in the field of

information theory to compare the content of sent and

received messages after transmission over a distorting channel

(9). Point-wise mutual information (PMI) measures the sta-

tistical dependence between pairs of message contents, such as

the letter present at corresponding message positions (10)

[Eq. (3)], while mutual information measures the average

dependence between contents over the entire message (9) [Eq.

(4)]. Here, we envision pairs of probe concentrations repre-

sented in each pixel as message contents and signal-containing

regions of the images as the entire message.

We term our two measurement methods normalized

point-wise mutual information (NPMI) and adjusted mutual

information (AMI) (see Methods). AMI is an image-wide

measure that quantifies the conformity of scatter plot data to

an underlying relationship and so is analogous to PCC and

SRC. However, AMI is model-free, making no assumption

about the type of relationship between the probes, and so is

equally applicable to any pair of signals, a property termed

equitability (11). AMI is also defined in terms of probabilities

(intensity is only an outcome label), and so is not strongly

impacted by outlying values that are large in magnitude but of

low probability. AMI is the sum of the NPMI values, which

can themselves be used to highlight in the input images the

locations where the probe concentrations are more or less

strongly associated. We show that when applied to biological

image sets, our measures provide more intuitive, robust, and

biologically meaningful quantification of the association

between two signals than PCC or SRC.

METHODS

Model-Based Measures of Correlation

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC) [Eq. (1)] and

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRC) [Eq. (2)] have

been widely used in the cell biology literature to measure the

correlation between pixel intensities in two images.

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC):
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Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (SRC):
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IlA is the pixel intensity at location l in image A, while IlB is

the pixel intensity at the corresponding location in image B.

In Eq. (2), I represents each intensity’s rank. Summands sum

over all pixels within the signals’ intersection.

Point-Wise Measurement of Statistical Dependence

Pointwise mutual information. Given two random varia-

bles A and B, outcomes Ai and Bj are strongly dependent if,

given that Ai has occurred, the probability that Bj will also

occur is high relative to chance alone. The dependence

between any pair of outcomes Ai and Bj can be quantified

according to their point-wise mutual information (10):

PMI Ai;Bjð Þ5 P Ai;Bjð Þlog2

P Ai;Bjð Þ
P Aið ÞP Bjð Þ

� �
(3)

Here, Ai and Bj are interpreted as the probe concentration pre-

sent in a given pixel in image A and image B, respectively.

P(Ai) and P(Bj) are the probabilities of each probe concentra-

tion occurring within each image (marginal probabilities),

while P(Ai, Bj) is the probability that the given probe concen-

trations occur together (joint probability). The weighting fac-

tor P(Ai, Bj) is used so that summing over the PMI values for

all joint outcomes equates to mutual information (MI), a

global measure of the average dependence between outcomes

[Eq. (5) below] (9). Positive PMI values indicate dependence

(P(Ai, Bj)> P(Ai)P(Bj)), zero indicates independence (P(Ai,

Bj) 5 P(Ai)P(Bj)), and negative PMI values indicate anti-

dependence (P(Ai, Bj)<P(Ai)P(Bj)). Anti-dependence is not

considered further here. (Anti-dependence indicates less asso-

ciation that expected by chance alone and is unrelated to
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negative linear correlation, which indicates a linear relation-

ship with a negative slope).

Normalized pointwise mutual information. We adapted

PMI to make it more useful in the context of comparing fluo-

rescence images. First, we normalized the PMI values by the

smallest marginal information (H(x)) present in either image

alone, which ensures that the sum of all PMI values cannot

exceed 1.0 (12). The result is a measure we term normalized

point-wise mutual information (NPMI):

NPMI Ai;Bjð Þ5 PMI Ai;Bjð Þ
min H Að Þ;H Bð Þ½ �

where H Xð Þ5 2
X

xi2X
p xið Þlog p xið Þ½ �

(4)

The collection of NPMI values between all pairs of probe con-

centrations can be displayed in a matrix, analogous to a scatter

plot (see Fig. 1C). We term this matrix an NPMI plot and fur-

ther describe its use below.

Global Measurement of Statistical Dependence

Normalized mutual information. Normalized Mutual

Information (NMI) is the sum over all NPMI values and so is

an image-wide measure of the average statistical dependence

between the probes’ concentrations, analogous to PCC or

SRC:

NMI5
X
Bi2B

X
Ai2A

NPMI Ai;Bjð Þ (5)

The NMI between any pair of probe concentrations ranges

from 0.0 (no dependence) to 1.0 (complete dependence).

NMI is suitable for quantifying the average dependence

between discrete, known probe concentrations given a large

sample size.

In practice, when applied to fluorescence images, probe

concentrations must be estimated from noisy intensity meas-

urements and limited sample sizes. To account for these tech-

nical issues, we define our global measure of dependence as

Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI):

AMI52
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NMI
p

(6)

AMI is designed to be applied to an estimate of the probes’

true joint distribution as represented on a discrete graph with

a fixed number of bins (as described below). When applied in

this way, AMI ranges from >0.0 (no dependence) to 1.0

Figure 1. (A) The histograms and scatter plot between two ground truth (GT) (noise-free) images where probe concentrations exhibit lin-

ear correlation. (B) Normalization of the histograms defines the images’ marginal probability density functions (PDFs), while normaliza-

tion of the scatter plot defines their joint PDF. These PDFs are used to calculate the NPMI values between every pair of outcomes, which

can be displayed as (C) an NPMI Plot (negative values corresponding to anti-dependence are not shown). In the presence of shot noise,

the true joint and marginal distributions must be estimated before the NPMI values are calculated. (D) The histograms and scatter plot

between the ground truth images in A after addition of modulatory shot noise (SN). (E) An overview of our procedure for estimating the

images’ true joint distribution. (F) The estimated NPMI plot (negative values not shown) calculated from the estimated joint and marginal

distributions. AMI is calculated from all estimated NPMI values (both positive and negative) based on the equation shown. [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(complete dependence). The factor of 2 compensates for the

fixed number of bins (see below). The square root ensures

that AMI will respond similarly to PCC in the presence of lin-

ear correlation, as AMI is related to the areal spread of the

joint distribution while PCC is related to the spread’s devia-

tion measured along only one dimension.

Estimating Probes’ Joint Distribution in the Presence

of Shot Noise

Modern detectors used in fluorescence microscopy are

approximately shot-noise limited, meaning that pixel intensity

is proportional to the number of photons detected during the

exposure time. Probe concentration is statistically related to

pixel intensity via a Poisson process, where the Poisson aver-

age (k) is proportional to the probe concentration. Thus,

probe concentration can only be estimated from many sam-

ples (pixels). Our joint distribution estimation procedure is

based on the following observation: given many samples of a

pair of fixed probe concentrations labeled with fluorescent

tags, a scatter plot aggregates the samples into a cluster of joint

outcomes. The position of the cluster’s peak corresponds to

the probes’ true concentrations, while the cluster’s spread is

due mainly to shot noise. Thus, given a shot noise level k, the

relationship between two probes’ true concentrations can be

estimated by deconvolving the scatter plot with a kernel of

radius �k that represents the spread due to the shot noise. The

shot noise level is found through a one-time microscope cali-

bration as described below. Although many denoising algo-

rithms have been designed for images (13), we were unable to

identify any that, in general, provided as robust of an estimate

of the true joint distribution between two images as is

achieved by denoising the scatter plot directly.

To implement the denoising, the scatter plot’s coordinate

system was first Anscombe transformed to convert the shot-

noise-induced spread into a Gaussian spread of constant stan-

dard deviation (14). The transformed scatterplot was then

deconvolved with a Gaussian kernel describing the shot noise

spread using Richardson-Lucy deconvolution (15). The num-

ber of iterations was determined automatically based on count

frequencies in the scatter plot. Finally, the coordinate system

was inverse transformed, resulting in an estimate of the two

probes’ true joint distribution in intensity space. Outcomes

corresponding to k< 10 photons were excluded from analysis,

because the Anscombe transform is not accurate for k< 10.

For very low count applications (k< 10), an exact Anscombe

transform could be implemented (16).

Due to the limited sample size encountered in real

images, next, the estimated joint distribution was down-

sampled into 64 3 64 bins, which represents a judicious

trade-off between robustness to smaller sample sizes and the

strength of the dependence in the joint distribution that can

be accurately represented. Fewer (larger) bins not only reduce

sparsity and increase counts per bin but also low-pass filter

the estimated joint distribution. To understand the impact of

the low-pass filtering on the estimate of the joint distribution,

consider a noise-free joint distribution with spread along one

dimension described by a normal curve f(x). The spread’s

Fourier Transform F[f(x)](k) 5 e22p2k2

contains non-

negligible (>1%) power out to k<�0.5 cycles per standard

deviation. Thus, by Nyquist’s Theorem, the joint distribution

must be sampled at >5 2x 3 0.5 5 13 per standard devia-

tion for its spread to be accurately represented.

We found from simulations that a linearly correlated

joint distribution with a Gaussian spread whose standard

deviation is equal to 1 bin width has a PCC value of �0.98.

The NMI at this limiting spread is �0.5. Thus, we introduced

the factor of 2 in Eq. (6) so that AMI maintains a range of

0.0–1.0 when applied to joint distributions whose spread can

be accurately represented after re-binning. If a correlation

>0.98 is encountered, AMI will exceed 1.0, and the user will

know that the result is inaccurate. We show in Figure 3 that

even when the same protein is co-expressed except with

different tags, a PCC> 0.95 was never measured so the low-

pass filtering caused by re-binning does not impact our meas-

urements in practice.

Relatedly, given a noisy, independent joint distribution of

limited sample size, the lower bound of 0.0 is never reached

due to slight amplification of high frequencies during the

deconvolution process. We found that simulated, independent

joint distributions measure at �0.05 (not shown). In practice,

perfect independence between the probes is not observed (see

Fig. 4).

Creation of an NPMI Display

Given an NPMI plot and the two, corresponding input

images, each pair of probe concentrations can be labeled

according to their NPMI value. We term such a labeled image

an NPMI display (e.g., see Fig. 5). Due to the limited sample

sizes encountered in real images, the raw NPMI plot is

smoothed prior to creating an NPMI display. Thus, an NPMI

display is an approximation of the relative dependence between

outcomes. We have also chosen to display only positive NPMI

values, and thus, an NPMI display illustrates the level of depen-

dence only. Locations in an NPMI display that have a negative

or no NPMI value are displayed as black. A pixel intensity com-

bination may not have an NPMI value if the combination only

occurred in a region of the input images that fell outside the

signals’ intersection or if the combination was due to noise.

MATLAB Application

The algorithms described above including estimation of

the probes’ true joint distribution in the presence of shot

noise, calculation of the NPMI plot, calculation of AMI, and

creation of an NPMI display have been implement in MAT-

LAB and are easily accessible via a user-friendly graphical user

interface. A stand-alone application and source code are avail-

able at https://www.dropbox.com/sh/f79geb4esz8b3wa/AADK

wJAIl0kkwJaC9ds3d_sBa?dl=0. The user’s only responsibility

is to define the signals through thresholding and calculate the

microscope system’s gain as described below.

Generation of Simulated Images

We used a wide range of simulated, 8-bit image sets to

test the fidelity and robustness of our measures and joint dis-

tribution estimation procedure. Ground truth (exactly known
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probe concentrations) pixel intensity distributions were gener-

ated using Beta functions. A given intensity distribution was

then translated into an image by considering the image’s x-

axis to be proportional to count frequency and assigning each

intensity to the appropriate number of image pixel columns,

as described by the distribution.

We created image sets with different levels of association

based on a scrambling procedure defined by a scramble level

(SL). Our scrambling procedure was designed to match an

intuitive understanding of what it means for two signals to be

associated and is equally applicable to any joint relationship.

Scrambling means that each pixel intensity in the input image

was replaced with a similar intensity with some probability.

Similar was defined by the scramble level, which is a contigu-

ous intensity range centered on the initial intensity, from

which alternative pixel intensities are drawn. The range was

weighted according to a Gaussian function of the distance (in

intensity) from the initial intensity. To preserve the image’s

overall intensity distribution and avoid creating intensities

that did not originally exist, the intensity distance weights

were further multiplied by each intensity’s image-wide proba-

bility of occurrence. For each pixel location, a replacement

intensity was then drawn from this probability distribution

using inverse transform sampling.

To simulate shot noise, ground truth images were con-

taminated with modulatory Poisson noise, meaning that each

initial intensity is considered to be the mean of a Poisson pro-

cess. The resulting SNR of �10 for an 8-bit image, is compa-

rable to the noise level in real fluorescence images. For each

pair of ground truth images, modulatory shot noise was

added in five, independent replicates, resulting in five pairs of

noisy images so that the statistics of our estimators could be

measured.

System Gain Calibration

The joint distribution estimation procedure described

above requires knowing the number of photoelectrons per

pixel intensity (ADU) in an image, which we calculated as pre-

viously described (18). Briefly, uniformly fluorescent samples

roughly matched to the dye concentrations encountered in

fluorescently stained samples (5–0.5 lg/ml free dye) were

imaged using acquisition settings appropriate for an actual

experiment (do not use averaging). Note that on a point-

scanning microscope, both PMT voltage and dwell time deter-

mine system gain. Laser power was adjusted so that the

image’s average intensity fell near the middle of the detector’s

dynamic range and an image was recorded. Laser power (or

dye concentration) was then adjusted �2x higher and �2x

lower to change the average number of photons emitted, while

avoiding saturation and again images were recorded. From the

mean and standard deviation of these images, the average

number of photoelectrons per average pixel intensity can be

found according to: 1/(stdev intensity/mean intensity)̂2. For

added flexibility, the calibration procedure can be repeated

using other system gains as well.

Preparation and Imaging of Biological Samples

Sample preparation. U2OS cells were plated on poly-D-

lysine coated coverslips and transiently transfected using Jet-

Prime Reagent (Polyplus) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. Constructs used were: EGFR-GFP (19), mCh-

Rab13 (20), and EGFP-N1, mCh-C1, mtagBFP-N1, transferrin

receptor (TfR)-mCh, mEmerald-Rab9, Actin-mCh, and mCh-

Rab9 from the Michael Davidson Fluorescent Protein Collec-

tion. Twenty-four hour post-transfection, cells were fixed with

4% paraformaldehyde and mounted in Vectashield hardset

antifade mounting media (Vector Laboratories).

Confocal imaging. Samples were imaged on a Zeiss 880

LSM using a 63x oil 1.4 NA objective with the following set-

tings: Dwell time, 5.3 ls; Pixel size, 90 nm; Pin hole, 1.2 AU

(for 488 nm); PMT Ch1 (green channel) gain: 720; PMT Ch2

(red channel) gain: 800. These settings were chosen so that the

average number of photoelectrons per pixel intensity was

equal to one, which matches the noise level used in our simu-

lated image sets. Laser powers were adjusted based on protein

expression levels to fill each detector’s dynamic range while

avoiding saturation. Laser powers typically ranged from 1 to

6% for 488 nm, and 5 to 40% for 594 nm. When imaging a

blue fluorescent protein, PMT Ch1 was used and collimation

of the 405 nm light path was adjusted to minimize longitudi-

nal chromatic aberration. We do not recommend attempting

to measure association based on wide-field or low numerical

aperture confocal images.

Segmentation of signal-containing regions. Signal masks

were defined based on spatially filtered versions of each image,

as our signals corresponded to spatially definite structures

(e.g., organelles). Each image was low-pass filtered by convo-

lution with a standard deviation 5 6 radius Gaussian kernel

and subtracted from the original, resulting in a high-pass

image that was then manually thresholded and median filtered

with a one-pixel radius to produce the final mask. The black

region of the mask (not signal) was pasted into the original

image, leaving only the signal of interest. No processing of any

kind was applied to the signal-containing regions. Even linear

contrast adjustments will alter the number of photons per

pixel intensity found during microscope calibration.

RESULTS

Concepts and Calculations

We first illustrate our statistical approach to measuring

the spatial association between probe concentrations using

simulated images where pixel intensity is exactly proportional

to probe concentration (i.e., no shot noise). Two such images’

histograms, as well as their scatter plot, are shown in Figure

1A. The scatter plot consists of a single linear correlation. Nor-

malizing the graphs in Figure 1A by the total number of out-

comes results in the probes’ marginal and joint probability

distributions, respectively, as shown in Figure 1B. These three

probability distributions are then used to calculate the NPMI
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value between every pair of probe concentrations in the

images according to Eq. (4) (see Methods).

The NPMI values between the probe concentrations in

these images can be displayed in a matrix as shown in Figure

1C. We term this matrix of NPMI values an NPMI plot.

Although the pattern of NPMI values is grossly similar to the

pattern of values in the images’ scatter plot, the graphs differ

in three notable ways: 1) NPMI values incorporate data from

both the images’ marginal and joint distributions, while the

scatter plot is proportional to the joint distribution alone. 2)

NPMI values are real numbers that measure statistical depen-

dence, while the scatter plot values are positive integers that

measure numbers of outcomes. 3) The axes of an NPMI plot

are defined by unit-less labels, while in a scatter plot the axes

have units of pixel intensity. We show below how these differ-

ences are beneficial when measuring the association between

probes in biological images.

The calculation of NPMI values just described cannot be

directly applied to shot-noise-containing fluorescence images,

as pixel intensity is no longer exactly proportional to probe

concentration. Thus, we developed a deconvolution-based

approach to estimate the probes’ true joint distribution, prior

to calculating NPMI values. Figure 1D shows the scatter plot

between the same images used in Figure 1A, except now, mod-

ulatory shot noise has been added (resulting in an average sig-

nal to noise standard deviation ratio (SNR) of �10). Figure

1E outlines our joint distribution estimation procedure, which

requires a one-time, microscope gain calibration (see Methods

for details). NPMI values are then calculated from the esti-

mated joint distribution exactly as described above for noise-

free joint distributions. Figure 1F shows the NPMI values cal-

culated from this estimate, which we term an estimated NPMI

plot.

To produce an image-wide measurement of the average

dependence between the probes’ concentrations, we then cal-

culated the images’ AMI by summing over all of the NPMI

values, as shown by the equation in Figure 1F [and Eq. (6)].

As derived in the Methods section, AMI ranges from 0 to 1,

with 0 indicating no dependence (no association) and 1 indi-

cating strongest measurable dependence (association). AMI is

analogous to PCC and SRC but differs from them in impor-

tant ways: 1) AMI is based on the probabilities of the out-

comes, rather than on their magnitudes (or magnitude of

deviations). 2) AMI incorporates data from both the images’

pixel intensity histograms as well as their scatterplot, while

PCC and SRC are calculated from the scatter plot alone. 3)

AMI does not assume that the joint outcomes conform to a

monotonic functional relationship. As we show below, these

properties make AMI a more robust and meaningful measure

of the association between probe concentrations when applied

to biological images.

Comparison of AMI to PCC and SRC in the Presence of

Linear Joint Relationships

We next used simulated datasets to compare the behavior

of AMI relative to PCC and SRC given a linear correlation

between the probes’ concentrations, as PCC and SRC were

designed for this context. Figure 2A shows representative scat-

ter plots of shot-noise containing signals that exhibit various

levels of linear correlation as defined by a scramble level (SL).

A larger scramble level reduces the association, and thus also

the correlation, between the signals (and vice versa; see Meth-

ods). The line graph in Figure 2B compares the estimated

(Est) AMI values (calculated from noisy signals), ground truth

(GT) AMI values (calculated from corresponding noise-free

signals), PCC values, and SRC values over a range of scramble

levels. All three measures (PCC, SRC, Est AMI) responded in

a similar way, although Est AMI exhibited a somewhat more

linear response. The average Est AMI also largely matched the

GT AMI, demonstrating the fidelity (unbiasedness) of our

estimation procedure. In the case of extremely strong correla-

tion (PCC> 0.95; SL3), the Est AMI slightly (�5%) underes-

timated the GT AMI, because AMI was not designed to

measure levels of co-association unlikely to be encountered in

biological images (see Methods). The standard deviation of all

measures was smaller than the graph markers in every case.

(As shown in Supporting Information Figure 1, applying

replicate-based noise correction (21) scales the PCC and SRC

values by a few percent, but does not change the shape of the

response curves).

Because AMI makes no assumptions about the joint dis-

tribution, its calculations are entirely based on the observed

data and so it requires a far larger sample size than PCC or

SRC. The simulated images used here contain 320,000 samples

(800 3 400 pixels) so that sample size is not limiting. As

shown in Supporting Information Figure 2, >10,000 pixels

are required for accurate (within <2%) AMI measurements

given biologically-relevant levels of association. This sample

size corresponds to an area of 100 3 100 signal-containing

pixels, which is readily achieved in most biological images (see

Discussion).

Comparison of AMI to PCC and SRC in the Presence of

Multiple Relationships

We next assessed the performance of AMI, PCC, and

SRC using scatter plots that violate the assumption of a single,

monotonic correlation. Scatter plots derived from biological

images often exhibit multiple clouds of points suggestive of

more than one type of association (see below). For example,

two proteins may associate to different degrees in distinct sub-

cellular compartments. Figure 2C shows examples of simu-

lated scatter plots where the probes’ joint distribution exhibits

multiple relationships, but the levels of association are the

same as in Figure 1A. Figure 2D shows the response of PCC,

SRC, GT AMI, and Est AMI over the same range of scramble

levels as in Figure 1B. Est AMI again responds in a similar way

to the probes’ scramble level (association). However, PCC and

SRC produce dramatically lower results (40–50% decrease)

relative to the case of linear correlation (Fig. 1B) at every

scramble level. This discrepancy occurs because PCC and SRC

are now responding to the lack of a single, monotonic rela-

tionship rather than to the probes’ level of association. Thus,

AMI is a more accurate and intuitive measure of probe associ-

ation when multiple relationships are present.
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Comparison of AMI to PCC and SRC in the

Presence of Outliers

Another practical issue in real fluorescence images is the

presence of pixel intensity outliers, to which PCC and SRC are

highly sensitive, as mentioned above. Therefore, we compared

all measures’ responses to scatter plots exhibiting linear corre-

lation alone versus the same linear correlation with a small

fraction of either bright or dark outliers added (by random

replacement).

We first addressed the inclusion of dark (background)

pixels into the signal regions, which can occur due to inaccu-

racies during segmentation. The upper panel of Figure 2E

shows a scatter plot exhibiting linear correlation and no out-

liers. The lower panel shows the same dataset, except 2% of

pixels have been randomly replaced with dark values. Figure

2F shows the response of Est AMI, PCC and SRC to the addi-

tion of various percentages of dark pixels, expressed as a fold

change relative to their response when outliers are absent. For

<2% dark outliers, all measures perform similarly. For 2–4%

background, Est AMI decreases by �10%, while PCC and

SRC decrease by �15%. (The response of AMI and SRC are

comparable when background pixels only overlap signal pixels

of lower intensities (not shown)). Therefore, AMI is 33% less

biased than PCC or SRC by the presence of dark outliers.

We next addressed the inclusion of bright pixels to simu-

late bright, non-specific staining (such as antibody precipi-

tates). The upper panel of Figure 2G shows a scatter plot

exhibiting linear correlation and no outliers, while the lower

panel shows the same dataset, except 2% of pixels have been

randomly replaced with bright values. Figure 2H shows the

response of Est AMI, PCC, and SRC to various percentages of

bright pixels, expressed as a fold change relative to their

response when outliers are absent. AMI measures within �1%

of the outlier-free data in every case. PCC and SRC are much

more strongly affected, decreasing by up to �35% and �15%,

respectively, when 4% of pixels are bright outliers. (Saturated

pixels were excluded from measurement in every case). Thus,

AMI is almost unbiased by the presence of bright outliers.

AMI is more robust to both bright and dark outliers than

PCC or SRC, because these outcomes are probabilistically rare

and their magnitudes do not factor into the calculation. As

outliers are common in images of biological samples, these

Figure 2. (A) Examples of shot-noise-containing scatter plots exhibiting increased linear correlation (and association) from left to right, as

defined by a scramble level (SL) (see Methods). (B) A line graph showing the response of PCC, SRC, GT AMI, and Est AMI to various

scramble levels. The Est AMI closely matches the GT AMI, except when the correlation is extremely strong (corresponding to a PCC value

of �0.98). (C) Examples of shot-noise-containing scatter plots exhibiting multiple relationships and increasing levels of association from

left to right. (D) A line graph showing the response of PCC, SRC, GT AMI, and the Est AMI to various scramble levels. AMI reports a similar

range of responses to scramble level as in B, while PCC and SRC show a dramatically decreased response. (E) (top) A shot-noise-

containing scatter plot exhibiting linear correlation and (bottom) a scatter plot of the same images after inclusion of 2% dark pixels. (F) A

line graph showing the response of Est AMI, PCC, and SRC in the presence of dark pixels relative to the outlier-free case. (G) (top) A shot-

noise-containing scatter plot exhibiting linear correlation and (bottom) a scatter plot of the same images after inclusion of 2% bright pix-

els. (H) A line graph showing the response of the Est AMI, PCC, and SRC in the presence of bright pixels relative to the outlier-free case.

Est AMI is least affected by outliers. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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results suggest that AMI will provide more accurate measure-

ment of probe association.

Application of AMI to Fluorescence Images Exhibiting

Linear Correlation

We next tested if AMI’s performance on simulated data

would translate into more robust measurements of the spatial

association between probe concentrations in real images. We

transiently expressed various pairs of proteins fused to fluo-

rescent tags in U2OS cells and imaged them on a confocal

microscope using pre-calibrated settings.

Signal-containing regions were defined in each image

and calculations were then performed on the raw pixel inten-

sities within the signal’s intersection (see Methods).

We first compared AMI to PCC and SRC on pairs of pro-

teins whose association appeared to approximately exhibit lin-

ear correlation. Figure 3A shows a representative example of a

cell expressing EGFR-GFP and TfR-mCh, two receptors who

are both expressed on the plasma membrane but otherwise

trafficked through largely distinct pathways. TfR is constitu-

tively recycled to the plasma membrane while EGFR is largely

targeted for lysosomal degradation (22,23). Representative

scatter plots shown in Figure 3B suggest that these proteins

exhibit a weak but mostly linear joint relationship. As shown

in Figure 3C, we then measured the AMI, PCC, and SRC for

each pair of images and displayed the population of results

using a box plot. (The measurements were sometimes not

normally distributed). All measures yielded a similar median

Figure 3. The response of AMI versus PCC and SRC when applied to proteins transiently expressed in U2OS cells that exhibit linear correla-

tion. For all images shown, a gamma was applied and the intensities were scaled to similar levels of saturation prior to generating a PUP

Merge display. A PUP Merge display is similar to a red-green merge display except the brightness of each channel is independent of the

color and a larger range of hues is used such that Ch1 alone is displayed as greenish blue and Ch2 alone as reddish blue (17). (A) A cell

expressing EGFR-GFP and TfR-mCh. (B) Representative scatter plots showing joint relationships between EGFR-GFP and TfR-mCh. Axes

range from 0–255. (C) A box plot showing the distribution of AMI, PCC, and SRC results from all 10 pairs of EGFR-GFP 3 TfR-mCh images.

(D) A cell expressing EGFR-GFP and mCh- Rab13. (E) Representative scatter plots showing joint relationships between EGFR-GFP and mCh-

Rab13. (F) A box plot showing the distribution of AMI, PCC, and SRC results from all EGFR-GFP 3 mCh-Rab13 images. (G) A cell expressing

mEm-Rab9 and mCh-Rab9 as a positive control for maximal association. (H) Representative scatter plots showing joint relationships

between mEm-Rab9 and mCh-Rab9. (I) A box plot showing the distribution of AMI, PCC, and SRC results from all mEm-Rab9 3 mCh-Rab9

images. (J) A cell expressing free GFP and free mCh. (K) Scatter plots showing joint relationships between free GFP and free mCh. (L) A box

plot showing the distribution of AMI, PCC, and SRC results from all free GFP 3 free mCh images. Two experiments were performed per con-

dition. In all box plots, whiskers represent minimum and maximum values, while bars represent first to third quartile range and center line is

the median. Scale bar is 5 lm and applies to all images. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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response (AMI 5 0.51, PCC 5 0.48, and SRC 5 0.55), but

AMI was less variable, exhibiting an inter-quartile range (Q3-

Q1) of 0.072, compared to 0.16 and 0.09 for PCC and SRC,

respectively. AMI also showed the smallest difference between

maximum and minimum values.

Figures 3D–3F show results of a similar experiment compar-

ing the joint distribution of EGFR-GFP to mCh-Rab13, a small

GTPase that influences EGFR trafficking and co-traffics with

EGFR on endosomes (24). Again, the scatter plots suggested a lin-

ear correlation. The measures’ median response was AMI 5 0.61,

PCC 5 0.72, and SRC 5 0.75, while AMI again had the smallest

inter-quartile range (0.14 vs. 0.31 and 0.27 for PCC and SRC,

respectively). The larger median values for EGFR 3 Rab13 com-

pared to EGFR 3 TfR are expected as EGFR and Rab13 co-

localize on both the plasma membrane and endosomes, while

EGFR and TfR are also both found on the plasma membrane but

otherwise traffic to distinct endosomal compartments. A Mann-

Whitney U test showed that each measure detected a significant

difference between the EGFR 3 TfR and EGFR 3 Rab13 groups,

with AMI being most significant due to its lower variability

(AMI: P 5 0.01, PCC: P 5 0.04, SRC: P 5 0.02).

Finally, we co-expressed mEm-Rab9 with mCh-Rab9 as a

positive control for strong association as shown in Figures

3G–3I. This experiment likely defines the upper limit of co-

association that will be observed in practice when measuring

proteins that are not covalently linked. All measures detected

a strong association, with median responses of AMI 5 0.81,

PCC 5 0.90, and SRC 5 0.88. In this case, PCC’s and SRC’s

interquartile range was lower than AMI’s, while the max-min

differences were comparable. The reduced variability of PCC

and SRC for PCC> 0.9 may be in part due to their reduced

sensitivity to changes in association when PCC> 0.9, as

shown in Figure 2B.

Taken together, these data show that when applied to

fluorescence images where the joint relationship is approxi-

mately linear, AMI often exhibits less variability than PCC

and SRC, except when the association is very high and almost

perfectly linear (PCC> 0.9).

Use of Biological Controls to Measure Specific

Association

We first examined if raw association (or correlation) val-

ues are inherently meaningful, that is, reflect the level of spe-

cific biological association between the probes. For example,

non-specific (biologically irrelevant) association could also

occur due to cellular geometry or the low-pass filtering of the

microscope’s point spread function. To test this, we co-

expressed free GFP with free mCh, which are not expected to

exhibit any specific biological association. As shown in Figures

3J–3L, all measures’ median response was high, with

AMI 5 0.74, PCC 5 0.85, and SRC 5 0.84. (Strong levels of

association were also observed when comparing non-specific

labeling with two secondary antibodies; not shown.) Although

statistically less associated than mEm-Rab9 3 mCh-Rab9

(P< 0.02 for all measures), these large values none-the-less

show that large association values do not imply the existence

of a biologically-specific relationship.

Thus, we wanted to develop biological controls that

could be used as a baseline for the level of non-specific associ-

ation. We reasoned that this baseline level could then be sub-

tracted from the raw association between proteins of interest,

leaving only the specific, biologically-relevant, level of associa-

tion. The association between any protein of interest and a

free fluorescent protein should provide such a non-specific

base line. As a special case, if we consider free GFP and free

mCh to be the proteins of interest, we should then express

free GFP (or free mCh) with another free fluorescent protein

and subtract this baseline level of non-specific association.

Here, this procedure amounts to performing the same experi-

ment twice and subtracting the results. Thus, the specific asso-

ciation between free GFP and free mCh is zero, consistent

with our knowledge that free fluorescent proteins do not asso-

ciate in a biologically meaningful way. Following this same

logic, the specific correlation (as measured using PCC and

SRC) between free GFP and free mCh is also zero. We apply

this same logic below to measure the specific association

between several other pairs of proteins.

Application of AMI to Fluorescence Images Exhibiting

Multiple Relationships

We next measured the specific association between EGFR

and TfR, whose raw association levels were measured above

and have been duplicated in Figures 4A–4C for comparison.

As a non-specific control, we expressed EGFR-GFP with free

mCh as shown in Figures 4D–4F. As shown in Figure 2E, rep-

resentative scatter plots of the EGFR-GFP 3 free mCh rela-

tionship indicate that these proteins exhibit multiple

relationships, similar to the simulated data in Figure 2D. PCC

and SRC are not applicable to this type of relationship. This

inability to measure the non-specific control is a previously

unrecognized but serious practical limitation of PCC and

SRC. However, AMI will still measure the association accu-

rately in the presence of multiple relationships.

To further emphasize the inapplicability of PCC and

SRC, we proceeded to apply all three measures to this non-

specific-control data. The median responses were AMI 5 0.42,

PCC 5 0.02, and SRC 5 0.09, with AMI having a much

smaller inter-quartile range. We then subtracted these non-

specific control medians from the previous EGFR 3 TfR

median results to measure the level of specific association. We

find that PCCCor 5 PCCEGFRxTfR – PCCEGFRxmCh 5 0.46, and

SRCCor 5 SRCEGFRxTfR – SRCEGFRxmCh 5 0.46 but AMI-

Cor 5 AMIEGFRxTfR – AMIEGFRxmCh 5 0.09. Thus, the

(wrongly) corrected PCC and SRC results lead to the conclu-

sion that EGFR substantially associates with TfR, while the

corrected AMI result leads to the conclusion that little specific

association occurs. The AMI-based conclusion is most consis-

tent with orthogonal experiments, which find that EGFR and

TfR occupy largely distinct cellular compartments (22,23).

We also co-expressed EGFR-GFP with mCh-Actin, which

are also expected to show little specific association, as shown in

Figure 4G. (While EGFR may bind F-actin on occasion, recall

that for spatial association or correlation to be measurable, the

concentration distribution of the two biomolecules must be
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similar, which is not expected in this case given that actin is

everywhere and should be unrelated to the spatial distribution

of EGFR). As shown in Figure 4H, the scatter plots again exhibit

multiple relationships. Thus, PCC and SRC are again inapplica-

ble, but if we do apply them and perform the corrections, we

find that PCCCor 5 PCCEGFRxActin – PCCEGFRxmCh 5 0.36, and

SRCCor 5 SRCEGFRxActin – SRCEGFRxmCh 5 0.35 but AMICor 5

AMIEGFRxActin – AMIEGFRxmCh 5 0.01. The corrected PCC and

SRC results suggest a modest (and statistically significant by M-

W U test) specific correlation between EGFR and Actin while

the corrected AMI result suggests no specific (and not statisti-

cally significant) association.

Visualizing the Spatial Distribution of Association

So far, we have demonstrated the properties of AMI versus

PCC and SRC, all of which are image-wide, summary

measures. A weakness of image-wide measures is that a small

region of associated pixels is not readily detectable when mixed

within a much larger region of unassociated pixels, such as may

occur if biomolecules associate within only one sub-cellular

compartment but are present ubiquitously. Additionally, the

location of the associated region(s) cannot be visualized,

although this spatial information may be biologically signifi-

cant. PCC and SRC could be adapted to supply more local

results, for example by computing them over a sliding window,

but the window would need to contain dozens of pixels, result-

ing in a loss of resolution. Coste’s thresholding method can also

segment a small population of linearly correlated pixels within

a larger, unassociated population (25), but does not provided a

graded score for every pixel intensity combination.

As NPMI values are a measure of the dependence

between every pair of probe concentrations in two images (see

Figure 4. The response of AMI versus PCC and SRC when applied to proteins transiently expressed in U2OS cells that exhibit multiple

relationships. (A–C) Data for cells expressing EGFR-GFP and TfR-mCh previously shown in Figure 3 and repeated here for comparison. (D)

A cell expressing EGFR-GFP and free mCh as a control for non-specific association. (E) Representative scatter plots showing joint relation-

ships between EGFR-GFP and free mCh, which exhibit multiple relationships. Axes range from 0–255. (F) A box plot showing the distribu-

tion of AMI, PCC, and SRC results from all 10 pairs of EGFR-GFP 3 mCh images. Negative PCC and SRC measurements occurred but fall

below the graph’s y-axis. (G) A cell expressing EGFR-GFP and Actin-mCh. (H) Representative scatter plots showing joint relationships

between EGFR-GFP and Actin-mCh, which also exhibit multiple relationships. Axes range from 0–255. (I) A box plot showing the distribu-

tion of AMI, PCC, and SRC results from all 10 pairs of EGFR-GFP 3 Actin-mCh images. Two experiments were performed per condition.

Scale bar is 5 lm and applies to all images. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Fig. 1), the data in an NPMI plot can be used to quantify the

probes’ level of association within individual pixels. We term

this mapping an NPMI display (see Methods for details).

We first illustrate the creation of an NPMI display using

simulated images. Figures 5A and 5B show two, shot-noise-

containing, gray scale images that contain three regions with

different levels of linear correlation (marked 1, 2, 3). Figure 5C

shows the estimated NPMI plot between these images, where

each level of association is now visible. These NPMI values are

then used as a look-up table to label each location in the input

images according to the probes’ level of association. The result-

ing NPMI display is shown in Figure 5D, where each region of

different association is now visible. Figure 5E shows that these

regions are not readily visible in a merged image display.

Figures 5F–5G show another example of a pair of images

that contain a small region (4% of total) of strongly linearly

correlated probe concentrations (arrow) within a larger region

where the probes are unassociated. Figure 5H shows the

NPMI plot between these images and Figure 5I the corre-

sponding NPMI display. The associated region is again diffi-

cult to visualize in a merged image display, as shown in Figure

5J. Thus, NPMI displays make visible the level of association

between the probes at each location in the images.

Visualizing the Spatial Distribution of Association in

Fluorescence Images

We finally applied the NPMI display to real images.

Rather than display raw NPMI values, as above, we again used

a biological control to correct for the level of non-specific

association, except here the control must be internal as the

control correction is applied on a pixel by pixel basis. To dis-

play only the specific component of the association, we

expressed two proteins of interest (A and B) along with a

third, free fluorescent protein (C) in the same cell. We then

created an NPMI display between every pair of signals (A 3

B; A 3 C; B 3 C). The pixel-wise maximum of the A 3 C

and B 3 C NPMI displays was defined as non-specific associa-

tion and then subtracted from the A 3 B NPMI display,

resulting in a corrected NPMI display that shows the level of

specific association in each pixel (cNPMI display).

Figure 6 illustrates the creation and interpretation of an

cNPMI display. Figures 6A–6C show images of a U2OS cell

expressing EGFR, TfR, and free BFP. Figures 6D–6F show the

NPMI display for each pair of images. The pixel-wise maxi-

mum of the control NPMI displays (EGFR 3 BFP and TfR 3

BFP) was calculated and then subtracted from the EGFR 3

TfR NPMI display. The resulting cNPMI display is shown in

Figures 6G and 6H. This display shows that EGFR specifically

associates with TfR at the cell periphery and in some, but not

all, round internal vesicles. Figures 6I and 6J show the same

EGFR 3 TfR signals displayed using a previously published

method termed an nMDP display that was intended to visual-

ize “colocalization” (26). nMDP assigns larger values to pixel

intensity combinations that are far from each signal’s mean

and has no inherent connection to linear correlation or

Figure 5. (A-B) A pair of simulated images evenly divided into three levels of linear correlation (SL6, SL10, and SL20). The distinct regions

of association are not visible but are marked with numbers (1–3). (C) The Est NPMI plot between the images in A and B, where the three

levels of association are now apparent (1–3). (D) The corresponding NPMI display, where the locations of the different regions are now

clearly visible. (E) A PUP merge image display of the same images. (F-G) A pair of simulated images containing a small (4% of total) popu-

lation of linear correlated pixels within an unassociated population. The region containing associated pixels is marked with an arrow. (H)

The Est NPMI plot between the images in F and G, where the associated pixel intensities are now visible. (I) The corresponding NPMI dis-

play where the small region of associated intensities is clearly visible. (J) A merge image display of the same images. [Color figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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statistical dependence. Figures 6K and 6L show a merge dis-

play to provide cellular context.

DISCUSSION

We have presented new measures of the association

between fluorescent probe concentrations based on the concept

of statistical dependence. Adjusted Mutual Information (AMI)

is a global measure consistent with an intuitive understanding

of what it means for probes to be associated that remains

equally quantitative (equitable) regardless of the type of joint

relationship. AMI is also relatively unaffected by the presence of

bright and/or dark outliers such as are commonly encountered

in fluorescence images of biological samples. As a result, AMI is

often a more statistically powerful measure of probe association

than PCC or SRC. We also showed how AMI results can be cor-

rected for non-specific association through use of biological

controls, which is not routinely possible using PCC and SRC.

Finally, we showed how the NPMI values on which AMI is based

can be used to visualize the level of association between probe

concentrations, independent of the concentrations themselves, a

biologically relevant property that was often previously invisible.

Due to the presence of shot noise in fluorescence images,

our measurements are based on an estimate of the true

(denoised) joint distribution between the probes’ concentra-

tions. An analytical shot noise correction factor termed

replicate-based noise correction has been previously derived

for monotonic joint relationships (21). However, this tech-

nique assumes zero sample movement between replicate

images, which is difficult to achieve in practice, increases the

variability of the “corrected” measurements, because the cor-

rection factor is itself an estimate, and it is inaccurate when

the distribution of probe concentrations in the two images is

very different. In contrast, our denoising procedure estimates

the noise level from one-time, single images of dye in solution,

removes the spread due to noise directly from the scatter plot,

and is equally applicable to any joint relationship.

One requirement of our measures is a large sample size. As

PCC and SRC make strong assumptions about the type of joint

distribution, just a few dozen samples are typically enough for

a statistically meaningful measurement. As our measures make

no assumptions, the shape of the joint distribution must be

inferred from the data. For AMI, we found that >510,000

signal-containing pixels are sufficient to accurately measure

biologically-relevant joint distributions, which corresponds to

the signals covering >100 3 100 pixels. NPMI displays may

require even larger samples, as the dependence between every

pair of intensity outcomes is displayed separately. The intersec-

tion of the signals that we measured here typically contained

10,000–20,000 pixels. When sample sizes modestly< 10,000 are

encountered, oversampling can be used during acquisition

(which was not done here). For very small sample sizes, our

measures cannot be applied and SRC should be used instead.

AMI values always and only represent the average

strength of association between outcomes, which makes AMI

results always meaningful and straight forward to interpret.

However, AMI values do not describe a scatter plot’s “shape.”

Figure 6. A U2OS cell transiently expressing (A) EGFR-GFP, (B)

TfR-mCh, and (C) free BFP. NPMI displays based on the (D) EGFR

3 TfR images, (E) EGFR 3 BFP images, and (F) TfR 3 BFP images

all displayed using the same scale. To correct for non-specific

association on a local basis, the maximum of the EGFR 3 BFP

and TfR 3 BFP NPMI displays was calculated and subtracted from

the EGFR 3 TfR NPMI display on a pixel-wise basis. Black regions

were defined as not signal during the segmentation process. (G)

The corrected NPMI display shows where and to what degree

EGFR and TfR are more (and less) specifically associated relative

to the free BFP internal control. (H) Insets from G showing struc-

tures with a range of association levels. (I) The same signals dis-

played using an nMDP display, which scores pixel intensity

combinations according to their relative intensity value. (J) Insets

with arrows indicating structures where the cNPMI display and

nMDP display disagree. (K) A PUP merge display of the same sig-

nals to provide cellular context. (L) Merge insets. [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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For example, AMI gives the same range of responses (0–1) to

negative linear correlation as it does to positive linear correla-

tion, as the level of association is the same in both cases. If the

main goal is to quantify the direction of the slope of a linear

relationship, PCC or SRC could be used instead. Relatedly, if

the scatter plot contains an equal mixture of positive and nega-

tive linear correlations, AMI would measure the strength of the

association, while PCC and SRC would measure zero, but none

of these measures will indicate that a mixture of positive and

negative linear correlations is present. Other measures such as

maximal information nonparametric exploration (MINE) (27)

and the earth movers distance metric (EMD) (17) have been

specifically designed to measure scatter plot shapes and are gen-

erally useful for this purpose. The sign on PCC and SRC values

is useful when a monotonic correlation is present, but other-

wise confounds measurement of association with measurement

of “shape,” which is why these measures often provide mislead-

ing results when applied to real biological images.

Beyond the merits of any one measure, we cannot over-

emphasize the need for biological controls to correct for non-

specific association. We showed that over AMI’s theoretical

range of 0.0–1.0, the average association between �any target

protein and free fluorescent protein is about 0.4, far from the

0.0 expected if the proteins were randomly co-distributed. The

causes for this non-specific association were not investigated

but likely include the 3 D convolution of optical and cellular

factors. We showed how to correct AMI and NPMI results for

this non-specific association by subtracting control results from

the association of interest, either at the population level (as

shown for AMI) or on a pixel-by-pixel basis (as shown for

NPMI). Although here we have focused on the mathematical

aspects control corrections, expression levels and the cellular

location of the control protein should be designed to match

that of the proteins of interest. For example, if the proteins of

interest are both membrane targeted, the control should also be

membrane targeted. Others have recently proposed purely

mathematical corrections for non-specific (non-local) associa-

tion within the image plane (28), but our results show that

pixel intensity-based measurements are mostly influenced by

factors acting in the axial direction and so are best addressed

using experimental controls as described here.

We have developed new ways to quantify and visualize

the specific association between fluorescence probes that are

more equitable, robust to outliers, and biologically controlled

than PCC or SRC. cNPMI displays can be used to visualize for

the first time where within the cell the specific association is

higher versus lower, irrespective of the abundance of either

fluorescent probe. We expect these tools will provide new ave-

nues for discovery in cell biology and provide a user-friendly

MATLAB GUI to make these algorithms widely available.
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